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Since the release of the slick, but detail-bereft animation
showing the destruction of homes, parkland, businesses and
Melbourne’s livability, we, Linking Melbourne Authority, seem to
have been busy ignoring communities and dodging questions.
So far think we’re doing pretty well, but there’s a pesky group of protesters who have
continued to out-smart, out-number and out-chant the scores of police we sent to protect
corporate interests over those of the citizens. We even built a cage so that workers could
drill in unsafe environments surrounded by police, but eventually we had to abandon
our geo-technical test drilling. We have tried everything we can to cajole, intimidate and
physically push around these upstanding citizens, but they seem pretty determined to
stop this tunnel and demand investment in public transport for all Victorians.

What’s next?

In November 2013 Linking Melbourne Authority will release our Community Impact
Statement (CIS). While this will no doubt be rife with biased, deceitful and downright stupid
claims (such as the cost of petrol decreasing over the next 15 years), we hope it will go
by without much notice from citizens. The problem will be that everyone who writes a
response to the CIS has the right to present at a public hearing next year. The more people
who respond, the less likely we are to slip this deal through before the next election.

Bidders targetted

Since we announced the unscrupulous contenders for the contract to build and
operate the proposed toll tunnel, picketers have taken it upon themselves to
question the consortia directly about their history and involvement.
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Leighton Holdings, the force behind some of Australia’s major infrastructure projects,
is grappling with allegations of corruption and bribery, following explosive allegations it
illegally secured business with Iraq through kickbacks. We’re thrilled to have the domestic
arm of Leighton Holdings, John Holland, bidding for the contract under this consortium.
Other members have extensive experience including the infamously disastrous CLEM7
tunnel (Brisbane), whose owner was placed in receivership the year it opened, and Lane
Cove Tunnel (Sydney) whose owner and operator was put into receivership in 2010.

East West Connect

Sydney Morning Herald reported that Lend Lease were sued in 2012 for “failing to safely
prepare, maintain, operate and secure’’ a crane being used to build a 90-storey apartment
building in New York. Let’s hope they bring their expertise in negligence to this consortium.
They were also joint venturers with Leightons in Brisbane’s failed CLEM7 tunnel.

Inner Link Group

The Age reported that “Inner Link Group consortia (sic) has the least local experience. A
building industry source with close ties to one of the consortia said that “in reality there
are only two that have got the sort of local experience that the government can trust their
future with. The third is just window dressing.’’” It includes Cintra Infraestraturas S.A.,
Retail Employees Superannuation (did you know your money could fund this?), Samsung
C&T Corp., Ghella, Transfield Services and Macquarie Capital Pty Ltd.

Text “tunnel” to 0432 447 036 to receive daily updates on community activity

Frequently asked questions
When will construction begin on the
proposed East West Toll Tunnel?

We’ve been trying hard - changing legislation,
overruling Councils, shirking consultation
frameworks - to rush signing contracts before the
state election next year. Some think that we stand
to benefit pretty heavily (personally) if we sign up
our mates to build and operate the “monster”.
If obstacles keep cropping up, however, this
mightn’t happen and the tunnel will never get built!

Why did the State Liberal Government
promise public transport at the last state
election and then deliver more roads?
Could it be corruption and greed?

What about the Doncaster Railway?

We pretended to do a study into this and fudged
everything to make it seem like a waste of time
and money. We think the people out east will be
placated with a few more buses and a KILLER
tunnel.

Where are you proposing to dump the
fumes?

Ooh, we like this one. Yes! We propose two
massive unfiltered exhaust pipes coming from
the tunnel, concentrating kilometres of fumes into
two special spots. One of the pipes will be next
to the zoo, and the other opposite Gold Street
Primary School. With no filter or cleaning system,
and increased truck usage - because who are
we kidding, that’s who this is all for - the level of
cancer-causing particles from diesel emissions will
be dangerously high around these locations.

How will the East West Link affect parklands
in Melbourne’s inner north and west?

WE WILL DESTROY YOUR PARKLANDS. The
proposed tunnel exits smack bang in the middle of
Ross Straw Field, Royal Park. We propose open-cut
construction, fly-overs over sporting fields, spoiling
remnant grassy woodlands, native vegetation and
wetlands. Didn’t Burke & Wills take their first step on
this ground? Oh well, that’s the price of progress.

Who lives in the houses being acquired and
destroyed for the proposed tunnel?

Hundreds of people like Keith Fitzgerald who has
lived in his Collingwood home for 69 years. We have
no respect for that. Why should we?

Does the East West Link’s design affect the
delivery of a future rail line to Doncaster?

There’s no way the Doncaster Railway will be built
after we’ve had our way with the budget. Nor, for that
matter, will the Melbourne Airport Rail, the Rowville
line, Metro Rail or any upgrades or improvements
to public transport, probably for the next decade or
two. We’ll likely be gleefully slashing public funding for
schools and hospitals to make way for the tunnel.

What does the opposition say?

State Labor have made statements against the
tunnel, but they haven’t proposed an alternative AND
they have said that they’ll honour the contracts if they
are signed before the election. Their weak position
might fool some Labor voters, so that’s why we’re
doing everything we can to get this deal done and
dusted now. Protesters are insisting that Labor take a
strong stand against the tunnel, but right now, it looks
like only the Greens and the Socialists really give a
damn.

Get involved

I want to support the proposed East West
toll tunnel and the economic, social and
environmental devastation of Melbourne.
What can I do?
1 Paint a sign and stick it on your fence

Let your neighbours know that you support corporate
greed and undemocratic governance. Your sign could
say, for example:

Highly successful Perth-Mandurah rail line

POLLUTION AND TRAFFIC JAMS
FOR

ALL MELBURNIANS

Say “YES” to the East West Toll Tunnel

2 Join the picket

Find out where the next picket is and join the police in
disrespecting and brutalising the peaceful protesters.
Bring your own rotten fruit to demoralise the citizens
who are standing up for your future. Text “tunnel” to
0432 447 036 to receive daily updates on locations.

Sydney’s failed Lane Cove toll tunnel

3 Follow the protesters on social media

To see what they’re doing “Like” their Facebook page
No East West Tunnel - Take the Pledge
Follow #tunnelpicket on Facebook and Twitter

4 Write to your state, federal & local politicians

Tell them just how much you LOVE the toll road project.
For a full list of relevant contact details, go to “What
can I do” at www.rat.org.au
Brisbane’s failed CLEM7 toll tunnel

More information
The East West Link relies on people swallowing
our rubbish, no matter how corrupt, illegal or
undemocratic. We’re too busy to answer any
reasonable questions, but there are various
groups who have done a lot of research and
want to share it. They also happen to be the
groups who are working together to hinder and
eventually stop this project in its proverbial
tracks. None of them have endorsed this leaflet,
so don’t go chasing them if you’re offended.
RAT - Residents Against the Tunnel

Also known as Residents for Alternative Transport, and
Residents Affected by the Tunnel. Visit their website at

www.rat.org.au

YCAT - Yarra Campaign for Action on Transport

Started in 2008 as a community reaction to the East-West
Road tunnel proposed in Rod Eddington’s Investing in
Transport report. See www.ycat.org.au

The Socialist Party

Anthony Main, Mel Gregson and Yarra Councillor Stephen
Jolly are spearheading the bold campaign against the
proposed tunnel. They are relentless. You don’t have to be a
Socialist to agree with what they’re doing.

Trains not Tollroads

Supported by Yarra City Council. Lots of information at www.trainsnottollroads.com.au

And lots more including: Public Transport Users Association, Students Linking Melbourne
Sustainably (SLiMS), Friends of Royal Park, Yarra Climate Action Now (YCAN), The Greens...

Contact details

Text “tunnel” to 0432 447 036
You will receive daily SMS updates including
picketing locations for the following day. This is a
no reply, no calls number.
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